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Introduction and Background
The 129th Maine Legislature enacted Public Law 2019, Ch. 485, introduced as LD 1774, An Act to Reduce Child Poverty by
Leveraging Investments so Families Can Thrive (LIFT). This law took important steps toward policy changes that reduce
child poverty, increase food security, and create stronger bridges to employment for families and children. It also requires
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to collect and provide data regarding the economic security of
children and families. Specifically, the language requires that the Department shall obtain and compile data annually
“regarding child and family economic security from those sources reasonably available to the Department, including, but
not limited to, data collected and maintained by the Department, data available from the Department of Labor and the
Department of Administrative and Financial Services, Bureau of Revenue Services or other state or federal agencies and
such other data as can reasonably be obtained from other public or private sources upon request.”
This is the second iteration of this report.
Terminological note: the 130th Legislature updated the title of the Food Supplement Program to align it with the Federal
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, or SNAP. Maine’s program is now known as SNAP and the report has been
updated to reflect that.

Organization of Report
The report is organized into sections based on the order of requirements as included in 22 MRS §3109.1
Each data section will include the specific statutory requirement, requested data that can reasonably be obtained by the
Department, data sources, and other relevant descriptive information to help with interpretation of the data.
A list of acronyms and term definitions can be found at the end of the report.
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https://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/22/title22sec3109.html
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Summary - Program and Policy Considerations
The Office for Family Independence (OFI) assists Maine people to meet their basic needs while supporting their path to
independence and employment. OFI is made up of approximately 900 employees who determine eligibility for three
main programs included in this report, TANF, SNAP and MaineCare. OFI also offers several employment and training
programs: ASPIRE for TANF recipients, FSET or SNAP E &T for SNAP recipients and HOPE for parents who are postsecondary students who don’t also receive TANF or PaS benefits and services.
The Department and OFI strive towards program and policy changes that aim to further assist Maine’s low-income
residents. In this summary you will find a list of changes initiated or implemented in the past year, 2021. The list below is
not exhaustive and does include some program flexibilities that initially were thought to be of a temporary nature yet
were sustained throughout the full 2020 calendar year and some beyond. Also included in this summary is helpful
information around the nature of TANF eligibility and benefit determination which may prove helpful in spotlighting
changes which may improve the economic security of low-income families in Maine.

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
Program Changes
Several program changes that will increase financial supports for parents and their children have been implemented
statewide in the TANF Program. These changes provide access to financial support for non-traditional families and
support a gradual termination of benefits for working parents. Recent work also adds family-centered services aimed at
improving the well-being of both children and their parents.
Elimination of the Full Family Sanction
In the first session of the 130th Legislature, the Department submitted, in partnership with sponsor Rep. Michele Meyer
and co-sponsor Sen. Marianne Moore, a bill to eliminate what is known as the “full family sanction.” This change
ensures that if an adult member of the household is not compliant with program requirements, only the benefit for that
adult are terminated. With this change, children and compliant adults will still receive benefits, even when others on the
case are not in compliance. This seeks to ensure access to support for basic needs for children and family members who
comply with program requirements. The implementation of full family sanctions ended in October 2021.
Whole Family Services
The Department has current contracts with 11 agencies across the state to provide two generational family services
based on a family-centered coaching service model. As of October 2021, 139 families are enrolled with a total statewide
program capacity of 550 families. These services prioritize goals for both parents and children to improve the family’s
economic stability and overall wellbeing. Goals are created by the families and supported by a Family Coach, who
provides and coordinates wraparound supports through partnership with a variety of programs and service agencies.
Pursuant to 22 MRS §3769-G3, the Department shall fund these supports at $2 million annually through the TANF
federal block grant. The Department has been provided technical assistance from national whole family services experts
with the support of the J.T. Gorman Foundation.
Step Disregard and HOPE Evaluation
The Department has contracted with a national evaluation team at the American Institutes for Research (AIR), formerly
known as IMPAQ International. AIR will provide an evaluation report including quantitative and qualitative research,
assessing the impacts of the TANF enhanced earnings disregards and the HOPE program for Maine families. Participant
surveys and interviews have been completed and the full evaluation report is expected in 2022.
3
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SNAP (formerly known as Food Supplement) Benefits
Many program changes have been implemented statewide in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
which will improve access to critical nutrition support. The specific changes include:
Suspension of work requirements
Due to high unemployment and economic conditions in the state, Maine was approved for a statewide waiver allowing
non-exempt adults ages 18-59 to receive SNAP benefits without work or volunteer requirements in federal fiscal year
(FFY) 2021 and 2022, effective through September 30, 2022. The Department plans to request annual waivers for eligible
geographic areas into the future.
Telephonic Signature
OFI has implemented the state option to allow applicants and recipients to “sign” an application, six-month reports or
recertifications over the telephone. The conversation is recorded and the applicant or recipient attests to the
information that they provided. This flexibility is for SNAP, MC and TANF.
Pandemic EBT (P-EBT)
OFI with the Department of Education (DOE) implemented a Pandemic EBT program throughout 2021. The purpose of
this program was to replace free lunch benefits that students missed because of remote learning. Children under 6 on
SNAP also received P-EBT. This was a SNAP benefit that could be used to purchase eligible foods. From May 2020
through December 2021 approximately $35,000,000 in P-EBT was distributed to Maine children for the time period of
March 2020 through August 2021.
Emergency Maximum Allotments
OFI issued Emergency Maximum Allotments beginning in April 2020 and will continue to do so until at least January
2022. Approval to issue these benefits is dependent on the National Public Health Emergency (PHE). If a household was
eligible for any amount of SNAP benefits they received an allotment equal to the maximum benefit for their household
size. SNAP benefits to Mainers increased from approximately $17 million to $32 million per month. During 2021 the
Food and Nutrition Services (FNS) instructed state agencies to ensure that every household received a minimum
increase of $95 per month, further enhancing nutrition supports available to eligible Mainers.

MaineCare Eligibility
Several short- and long-term program changes have been implemented statewide in the MaineCare Program which will
improve access to critical health care.
Expansion of Presumptive Eligibility
The Department has promulgated rules and finalized procedures to provide short term coverage to families, children,
pregnant women, and other income eligible adults. Presumptive eligibility allows trained medical providers to determine
temporary eligibility based on statewide standards. The purpose of allowing medical providers to determine
presumptive eligibility is to provide individuals with short term, immediate health care assistance and help individuals
connect to ongoing health coverage.
Expansion of Pregnancy Related Coverage
The Department is promulgating rules and finalizing procedures to increase the eligibility period for pregnant women,
and to provide coverage to unborn children during pregnancy. The rule also provides coverage to pregnant women who
would be otherwise eligible but for their citizenship status. Increasing coverage for women and children during
pregnancy improves health outcomes for both mothers and babies.
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Employment and Training Programs
The Department expanded options and services within OFI’s employment and training programs and developed a new
program focused on supporting adults with their education and training goals.
Higher Opportunity through Pathways to Employment (HOPE)
The HOPE program is a workforce development program aimed at assisting low income parents with meeting their
higher education goals. HOPE supports the active pursuit of a higher education program that will result in a universallyrecognized credential of value. While in school, eligible parents can count on HOPE to provide financial support for
education-related expenses such as tuition, books, child care, transportation, national licensing exams, and other costs
related to training and education. Application submissions slowed this year, though enrollment continued to increase
despite the effects of the pandemic. HOPE’s enrollment has surpassed 400 and 62% of HOPE students are enrolled in a
healthcare-related program. HOPE has expanded supported occupations and Bachelors degree programs and HOPE
already has accepted students under these new guidelines, which took effect in October of 2021. At the end of 2021,
HOPE had graduated 101 students with a total of 105 credentials earned. This is a healthy increase over the 34 HOPE
graduates in 2020. HOPE’s graduates have enhanced skills that allow them to become more competitive in the
workforce and provide Maine’s employers with exemplary candidates for employment and promotion.
ASPIRE Employment and Training
ASPIRE offers employment and training opportunities to work-eligible individuals who are receiving TANF benefits. The
program helps TANF recipients move towards financial independence through case management, job training, and
education. Needed supports such as childcare, transportation, auto insurance, auto repairs, clothing, and tuition
assistance are offered to ensure participants’ success.
Although ASPIRE supports both long-term and short-term education and training programs, a collaboration with
Destination Occupation has resulted in a certification course for careers in manufacturing. The training begins with a
four-week training course through ToolingU, an online industry-training platform. During the second part of the
program, participants develop an “elevator pitch”, create new resumes, and meet with local manufacturers. Upon
successful completion of the course, participants receive industry-recognized certifications from the Manufacturers
Association of Maine and the Society of Mechanical Engineers. All enrollees receive a refurbished laptop that they may
keep after the course concludes. This course has been successfully run with an ESOL component for participants who
speak other languages.
A healthcare pipeline has been designed to include an on-ramp for participants needing barrier remediation. Examples
include ESOL classes, academic remediation or assistance, digital literacy, financial literacy, transportation, and job skills.

Other Cross-Program Initiatives
The Department is dedicating resources towards improving the client experience when accessing needed services and
benefits. These exciting technology enhancements and projects include:
Resource Dashboard – Benefits Cliff Calculator
The Department continues its partnership with the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta (Atlanta Fed) to develop and provide
a state specific Family Resources Dashboard and a Family Financial Planner tool. The Atlanta Fed has developed an
interactive tool called the Dashboard that depicts wages along select career pathways to indicate barriers presented by
benefits cliffs. Through this agreement the Atlanta Fed is also developing a personalized Financial Planner, which is
intended for more intensive career and financial counseling of families with low income. The Financial Planner allows
users to create individually customized career paths which considers benefits, taxes, and expenses over time. The
Dashboard and Financial Planner also calculate the net returns to the taxpayer from career advancement. Training on
the new Maine-specific tool will begin in January 2022. DOL continues to be an eager and critical partner in the
development and planned rollout of these tools.
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Online services
OFI is working to replace the current My Maine Connection Portal with new client-centric services offering dynamic
flows, self-service, mobile access, and document upload capability. In addition to client benefits, the Department will
implement further integrations between the replacement product and the eligibility determination system ACES for
enhanced client and staff experience and processing procedures, including auto client clearance methodologies and auto
import of client reported data. Applicants and recipients will experience a dynamic communication flow which will only
trigger relevant questions for the programs requested. There will be an increase to accessible data sources to reduce
consumer burden in providing verifications for eligibility determinations, and ultimately an increase in automation of
MAGI MaineCare eligibility determinations for quicker application, recertification, and change processing. OFI has made
significant progress on this project since the last report and expect the My Maine Connection replacement to be in use
by the public by mid-2022. Work is already under way on the next phase, which will add HOPE, Emergency Assistance,
and Alternative Aid programs to the new self-service model.

Future Initiatives
The Department looks forward to continuing to share updates on the initiatives listed above, as well as information on
other changes that are currently under development, in the next annual report and in its ongoing work with the
Legislature. In addition to the work articulated above, we look forward to:
• The addition of education navigator services for PaS participants, in addition to those services which are
provided to HOPE participants currently
• The expansion of transitional transportation services to employed families
• Completing rulemaking in the General Assistance program regarding Recovery Residences to ensure that
individuals in the recovery process are provided appropriate and safe housing
• The routine re-procurement of the ASPIRE contract with significant program redesign and improvements,
including the use of a family coaching model, a restorative practices and trauma-informed approach, culturally
and linguistically appropriate service delivery, a hybrid model and state- and contractor-delivered services, and
a heightened focus on two major pathways to economic security: education and job placement.
The Department has contracted with a national evaluation team at IMPAQ to provide an evaluation report on the
impacts of TANF enhanced earnings disregards and the HOPE program on Maine families. IMPAQ is utilizing a qualitative
and quantitative research approach which will result in an evaluation report, expected in 2022.
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Definitions
Additional Support for People in Retraining and Employment (ASPIRE): The TANF employment and training program
created by the Governor and the Maine Legislature in July 1988, to provide case management, education, training,
support and employment services to help TANF recipients to find or create jobs in the local labor market [10-144 CMR
Ch. 607]4
Automated Client Eligibility System (ACES): The database of information collected by the Office for Family
Independence (OFI). The data within ACES is used by other OFI software to determine eligibility, create notices, and
issue payments.
Calabrio: Telephony software for client call tracking
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP): The state children’s health insurance program under Title XXI of the Social
Security Act5. “Children’s health insurance program includes the Cub Care program, which is established in 22 MRS
§3174-T6, the federal Children’s Health Insurance Program, or CHIP, and the federal State Children’s Health Insurance
Program, or S-CHIP. [22 MRS §3174-W7]
CubCare: The medical insurance offered to low-income children in the state of Maine pursuant to 22 MRS §3174-T.8 Also
known as CHIP, or the Children’s Health Insurance Program.
Federal Poverty Level (FPL): The nonfarm income official poverty line for a family of the size involved, as defined by the
federal Office of Management and Budget and revised annually in accordance with the United States Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 [MRS §3762(1)(C)]9
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP): The federal supplemental nutrition assistance program
administered by the State pursuant to section 22 MRS §310410. Formerly known in Maine as Food Supplement.
General Assistance (GA): A service administered by a municipality for the immediate aid of persons who are unable to
provide the basic necessities essential to maintain themselves or their families. A general assistance program provides a
specific amount and type of aid for defined needs during a limited period and is not intended to be a continuing “grantin-aid” or “categorical” welfare program. This definition shall not in any way lessen the responsibility of each
municipality to provide general assistance to a person each time that the person has need and is found to be otherwise
eligible to receive general assistance [22 MRS §4301].19
Leveraging Investments so Families Can Thrive (LIFT): LD 1774 An Act to Reduce Child Poverty by Leveraging
Investments so Families Can Thrive.
MAGI MaineCare: Medicaid provided pursuant to Title II Subtitles A, B, C, and D, of the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PL 111-148)15
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https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/10/144/144c607.docx
https://www.ssa.gov/OP Home/ssact/title21/2100.htm
6
https://legislature.maine.gov/legis/statutes/22/title22sec3174-T.html
7
https://legislature.maine.gov/legis/statutes/22/title22sec3174-X.html
8
https://legislature.maine.gov/legis/statutes/22/title22sec3174-T.html
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https://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/22/title22sec3762.html
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http://legislature.maine.gov/ros/LawsOfMaine/breeze/Law/getDocById/?docId=65814
https://www.congress.gov/111/plaws/publ148/PLAW-111publ148.pdf ?
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MaineCare (MC): The healthcare program in Maine which provides free and low-cost health insurance to Mainers who
meet certain requirements, based on household composition and income. There are also additional options for people
with disabilities and certain health conditions, young adults who have been in foster care, and those who need long term
care.11
MaineRx: The prescription drug discount program Maine provides per PL 2003, c. 49412, and 22 MRS §268113
Notice of Decision (NOD): The written or electronic correspondence to a household or individual seeking aid from OFI
that includes the offices decision, reason for that decision, and the rights and responsibilities of the individual.
Parents as Scholars (PaS): A TANF funded support for needy students with dependent children un 22 MRS § 3789-E.14
These student parents must be matriculated in a two or four-year degree program at a post-secondary education
institution.
SNAP: Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, the federal program administered by the State pursuant to section
3104. Formerly known in Maine as Food Supplement.
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI): A federal entitlement program to support individuals who, previously, paid an
adequate amount of payroll taxes and are now determined to be disabled administered under 42 USC §223 et seq.15
Standard of Need (SON): Figures used in the determination of TANF and PaS eligibility and benefit amounts. The amount
of income necessary to meet the full need in relation to household size.
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Employment and Training (SNAP E and T): A workforce development program
established in accordance with 7 USC 2015(d)(4)16 to serve Food Supplement recipients. In Maine this is referred to as
the Food Supplement Employment and Training (FSET) Program.
Supplemental Security Income (SSI): Payments made by the federal government under 42 USC § 138117 et seq. to
individuals who are determined to be aged, blind, or disabled and meet certain financial means tests.
TANF: The Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program, under the United States Social Security Act, as amended
by the Personal Responsibility Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) (PL 104-19318).
TANF Closed/Terminated: An individual has been determined to no longer be eligible for TANF benefits. TANF assistance
will no longer be issued to the individual, but they may be able to receive transitional benefits [10-144 CMR Ch. 331]19.
Due to adverse notification requirements an individual may receive a notice of closure/termination and receive one final
TANF monthly cash payment. In this situation the TANF case is determined closed/terminated following the last day of
the month of the final benefit.
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https://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ofi/programs-services/health-care-assistance
https://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/22/title22sec2681.pdf
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https://legislature.maine.gov/legis/statutes/22/title22sec2681.html
14
https://legislature.maine.gov/legis/statutes/22/title22sec3790.html
15
https://www.ssa.gov/OP Home/ssact/title02/0223.htm
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https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title7/chapter51&edition=prelim
17
https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title42/chapter7/subchapter16&edition=prelim
18
https://www.congress.gov/104/plaws/publ193/PLAW-104publ193.pdf
19
https://www.maine.gov/sos/cec/rules/10/144/144c331.docx
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Unsubsidized Employment: Working for wages or salary where no part of that compensation is paid in full or in part, or
is reimbursed to the employer in full or in part by a job placement or training program paid for in full or in part by
federal, state, or local government funds.
WIC: The Women, Infants and Children Special Supplemental Food Program is run by the Maine Center for Disease
Control and Prevention and is described in 22 MRS §310720. [PL 2019, c. 485, §1 (NEW).]21
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https://legislature.maine.gov/statutes/22/title22sec3107.html
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